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Design Environments Where Co-Working Communities Thrive.

Optimize and Customize Your Space.

Realm demountable glass walls can be configured for 
any variety of shared spaces and business requirements. 
They can designate communal hubs for collaboration 
and provide sound attenuation for nearby private offices 
and conference areas. And because they are 100% 
reconfigurable, they can be adapted as needs evolve.

The slim, European profile provides a clean, minimalist 
aesthetic that blends seamlessly into any decor. The 
array of system, glass and hardware options allow for 
customization to reflect diverse user preferences. The 
glass creates a sense of openness and affords abundant 
natural light maximizing space, while supporting energy 
efficiencies. 

Establish an engaging space  
that supports diverse workstyles 
and business needs.

With real estate compression and the rise of remote 
employees, many businesses are turning to shared 
workplaces. They can lower overhead, enjoy greater 
flexibility, and participate in professional communities 
that appeal to today’s workforce.

Of course, shared office spaces pose unique challenges. 
Establishing acoustic privacy and spatial distance are 
important to employee productivity, health and safety. 
The award-winning Realm system solves for these 
challenges, while providing valuable advantages that 
support the progressive co-working environment.

Corporate and Business Services:  
Co-work
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Enjoy Industry-Leading  
Acoustic Performance.  

Realm systems provide enhanced soundproofing 
for superior acoustic outcomes. The single-glazed 
system with 1/2” clear tempered glass has a Sound 
Transmission Class (STC) rating of 35. And the 
double-glazed system with 1/2” over 3/8” clear 
tempered glass has an STC rating of 45.

Additionally, sliding doors seal securely into the 
system frame creating truly enclosed spaces, a 
distinct competitive advantage. Associates can 
enjoy the camaraderie of active open spaces, and 
retreat to dedicated quiet areas for focused work 
and minimal distractions. 

Create private offices that afford 
acoustic privacy to communal 
areas nearby.

Holoform Insight: Installation Efficiencies 

In addition to labor rates (which can be as much as  
60-100% of the product cost), installation fees depend  
on building conditions and variances, such as the 
levelness of the floor. Many demountable wall systems 
require leveling, sizing of each individual wall, and a 
complex lift and drop technique to install. 

The Realm system has an integrated level in the base that 
allows for a +/- ½ inch of vertical and horizontal margin 
of error during installation. And glass is installed via 
side-loading for safety and efficiency. These advantages 
can reduce installation time by 20-25%, providing 
substantial cost savings.
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Corporate and Business Services: Co-work

Enhance the Employee Experience and Support Sustainability.

Realm creates a modern, vibrant environment that encourages happier, healthier, more engaged associates. Access 
to natural light brings the outdoors in, enhancing comfort, mood and concentration. The system is easy to clean and 
disinfect for safety protocols. And it qualifies for LEED credits to support employee wellness, as well as the health of 
the planet.

Optimize square footage while 
providing spatial and acoustic 
separation.

Designate conference spaces  
for private collaboration  
and presentations.
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Corporate and Business Services: Co-work
Key Realm System Characteristics

 � The only sole-sourced framed demountable wall system made entirely in the USA
 � Slim profile, minimalist design, and clean European aesthetic 
 � STC-tested, improved soundproofing around doors, which seal securely into frame
 � LEED credits in Energy & Atmosphere, Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ), and Materials & Resources
 � EPD and HPD Certifications for glass and wood
 � The only interior demountable wall to win an international Red Dot Award and prestigious Good Design Award

Realm Product Highlights

1 Single-Glazed System
 � Assures consistent sightlines between single- and double-glazed applications
 � 35 STC rating for 1/2” clear tempered glass system
 � Accepts integration of HoloScript™ glass writable surfaces

2 Double-Glazed System  
 � Offers industry-leading acoustic excellence for enhanced privacy  
 � 45 STC rating for 1/2” over 3/8” clear tempered glass system
 � Accepts integration of HoloScript™ glass writable surfaces

3 Door Frames
 � Pre-cut miters ensure accuracy and expedite installation

4 Corners 
 � Butt-glazing supports enhanced visibility and clean aesthetic

5 Frameless Glass Swing/Sliding Doors
 � Frameless glass increases transparency and open, minimalist aesthetic
 � Soft open-close on sliding doors 
 � Privacy graphics, distraction strips or muntins can be applied to match  

glass wall treatments

6 Solid Core Wood Doors  
 � Door density assures improved acoustic performance 
 � Soft open-close on sliding doors 
 � 7 wood types with 12 stain options; paint grade available 
 � Sliding/swing options
 � FSC Certification and SCS Global Services Gold Certification

7 Hardware  
 � Pull handles, ladder pulls, lever locks, lever latches, and various  

accessories available
 � Locking and non-locking ladder pulls available in range of sizes
 � Locking door levers (ADA compliant) offer high-strength lever for secure access 
 � Surface-mounted cam-action closer available on swing doors
 � Magnetic catches available on thick aluminum and wood doors
 � Available in range of Realm system finishes to match frame 

8 Glass Feature Wall & Graphic Treatments 
 � Opaque, false-etch, and direct-to-glass imaging graphics support  

branding opportunities
 � Allows for regular cleaning without graphic deterioration 
 � Double-glazed systems support depth and transparency variations 
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